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Abstract: Target value design (TVD) is a management approach that applies target costing in the
design and construction industry. TVD enables a project environment with favorable characteristics
to generate value. However, because the TVD’s primary assessment is cost, target cost can be met
without necessarily achieving the project’s full value. This research applies the action research
approach to implement TVD in a housing project and explores the value generation of the project
using a value analysis model (VAM) to study the balance between cost and value fulfillment in the
product and design process. According to the results, even though the target cost was achieved,
the desired value of the project was not achieved during the project design. However, there is a
tendency to increase value over time to a greater extent in the product and not so much in the process.
The main contributions of this study are the possibility of comparing cost and value, identifying
the emphasis of product over process and cost over value throughout the TVD project. This study
enhances the literature on project value generation and maximization, offering new knowledge for a
better understanding of how to conduct a value analysis in combination with costing in TVD projects.

Keywords: target value design; value generation; value measurement; lean design; value analysis;
target costing; value loss

1. Introduction

Target value design (TVD) is the application of target costing to project delivery in the
architecture, engineering, and construction (AEC) industry [1]. TVD starts with project
definition and financing and then focuses on the target design process, i.e., what the client
wants to achieve, their targets and the conditions that must be met for that target to be
realized [2]. TVD is a management approach that aims to achieve a pre-established cost
target through design iteration [3].

TVD radically differs from the traditional design method. First, TVD has a different
way of setting prices and costs: a target cost (TC) is defined based on an established price
and the profit margin [3]. Second, TVD turns the current design practice upside down
because the designers have to (1) design based on a detailed estimate; (2) design for what is
constructible; (3) work together to define the issues and produce decisions; and then design
to those decisions. Finally, in TVD, solution sets are kept throughout the design process;
work is carried out in pairs or a larger face-to-face group [4,5].

The TVD approach enables a project environment with favorable characteristics for
generating value, including an emphasis on design activities, making the customer an
essential participant in the process, and enhancing the customer–supplier relationship
through collaborative approaches [4,5]. However, the primary measurement performed in
TVD is not focused on value but TC [6,7]. Some authors argue that there is an emphasis on
cost over value [8,9] or identify these as interchangeable terms [10]. The ideal approach is
not to use value instead of cost, but to use and analyze value in addition to cost.
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In TVD, systematic cost reduction exists: identifying concrete actions and incentives
and continuously estimating the proposed changes to achieve the TC. Likewise, TVD seeks
to maintain the value requested by the client, controlling the project’s scope or primary
objective [11–13] or some measurable conditions such as metrics and capacities [9,14,15].
However, there is no evidence for measuring subjective satisfaction conditions or the
systematic reduction in value losses to achieve the target value.

Furthermore, documented TVD projects generally highlight the achieved cost or
schedule savings [16–18]; the other requirements, benefits, and value objectives are not
visibly measured or documented or are minimally described [8,11]. This situation may be
due to the lack (thus far) of accurate and rigorous value estimation methods [19]. These
methods should focus on the capture, flow, and traceability of customer requirements
throughout the project [8] and use metrics and indicators to measure value [20].

Considering this knowledge gap, this study explores the generation and losses of
value within a TVD project in design stage by applying a recently developed value analysis
model (VAM) [20]. For this purpose, the authors used the action research (AR) approach
to implement the TVD within a pilot project in a housing development and construction
company to fulfill research interests and solve the company’s practical problems. This
problem-solving interest is related to constant cost overruns in projects that do not obtain
the desired margin or profit. The research interest is related to studying the trade-off
between cost and value fulfillment in a TVD project.

This study addresses the following research question: How is target value fulfillment
in the TVD project environment? The authors explore this research question by answering
the following three operational questions: (1) How is the value of customer satisfaction
conditions measured in the process and product of a TVD project? (2) How can value
losses be identified and quantified within the design process? and (3) How is target
value fulfillment compared to TC fulfillment in the TVD project environment? In this
way, this research will contribute to (1) the possibility of analysis value in TVD projects
providing evidence of the measurement of satisfaction conditions and value attributes;
(2) the visualization of the evolution of the value of a project, identifying the value generated
and lost within the design product and process; (3) the possibility of being able to compare
cost and value, making comparisons between the fulfillment (or not) of the value expected
by the customers and the fulfillment (or not) of the target cost; and (4) to show explicit
evidence of the emphasis on cost over value and product over process in TVD projects.

2. Background
2.1. Generation and Loss of Value

Several authors define value as the relationship between the satisfaction of needs and
the use of required resources [21,22] or as a balance between giving and receiving [23]. Other
authors understand value as cost and prices or associate it with monetary terms [10,24].
From the perspective of lean management, value is differentiated from cost or its reduc-
tion [25], and it is defined from the customers’ view in relation to addressing the concerns
of obtaining the desired product and achieving their objectives [26–29]. On the other hand,
value may change over time [30] as customer expectations change [31–33] and the context
shifts; as a result, value assessments made at various periods could be different [34]. In the
context of this study, value is defined as the satisfaction of various customers’ requirements,
taking into consideration each customer’s unique vision, its dynamic throughout time, and
the required resources for its creation.

For example, value attributes may be aesthetics or functionality, which are not associ-
ated with costs, prices or monetary terms, but with requirements or needs. These attributes
may be essential for some customers or indifferent and opposite for others.

It is common to find terms such as adding, aggregating, maximizing, or generating
value in the literature. They refer mainly to the balance between the number of needs
satisfied with the resources used to do so [35]. Value can be enhanced by increasing the
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satisfaction of needs, even if the used resources increase, as long as the needs are satisfied
more than the increased use of resources [36].

The process of generating value has been discussed from many points of view, and
many methods associated with value define, analyze, and maximize it in different ways. In
general, value generation is related to achieving cost, schedule or constructability [37,38]
and the pursuit of the satisfaction of customers’ needs [39–41]. The satisfaction of needs is
achieved through consideration of the following factors: (1) requirements capture [42,43],
(2) requirements flow [33,44], (3) verification that the requirements are met [5,15] and
(4) value measurement through metrics [20,45].

According to [46], value generation is a process where customer value is created by
meeting customer requirements and eliminating value losses. The value loss is the portion
of value not provided, even if it is potentially possible. This concept of value loss is a
way of measuring value in relative terms, i.e., the value achieved in relation to the best
possible value.

2.2. Target Value Design (TVD)

TVD is a management practice that aims to make customer requirements drivers of
design in the interest of delivering value [4]. TVD is an adaptation of target costing to
deliver projects in the AEC industry [1]. After a failed implementation attempt [47], it was
first successfully applied in this industry in 2002 [48], and this could be considered the
first explicit practice representing lean thinking in design [22]. TVD is used to structure
and manage construction projects’ definition and design phases to deliver clients value
within their satisfaction conditions [49]. These satisfaction conditions are typically cost and
time. However, it may include other conditions of value [2] such as quality, productivity,
sustainability, durability, aesthetics/appearance, operation and maintenance requirements,
flexibility, adaptability, repeatability, safety and environmental aspects, as well as potential
benefits, such as problem and claims management agreements or conflict resolution [49–51].

TVD has a different way of pricing and costing. Traditionally, the price to bid is
defined based on the cost and the established margin. The traditional design process
initially establishes the client’s requirements to generate a design and subsequently evaluate
aspects of cost, time, quality, constructability and other criteria [52]. This order does not
guarantee that the client is willing to pay the cost of executing the fully designed project [53].
In general, this cost exceeds what is expected [54], becoming a design–estimate–rework
cycle [27,44]

Using TVD, the opposite is carried out. A TC is defined based on an established
price and profit margin [17]. Subsequently, the process design begins based on objec-
tives, i.e., what the client wants and the conditions that must be met for that value to
be realized [49]. This process is mainly achieved by “costing” the design in such a way
as to achieve the TC with iteration, improvement, and collaboration strategies [3]. TVD
addresses cost as an input to the design process instead of its output, as in traditional
design [17].

Cross-functional teams within TVD attempt to reduce cost by producing a design with
creativity and ingenuity to try to achieve the target cost [55]. TVD uses value engineering as
it was originally conceived; cost adjustments are continuously and systematically applied
by a fully integrated project delivery team [53]. In construction, value engineering is most
often used as an after-the-fact review of a previously produced design rather than as a
means to generate and select design alternatives that meet or exceed target costs [48]. In
general cost reduction measures are often introduced so late in the design process that they
result in diminished functionality, which has given value engineering a dubious reputation
in the industry [53]. TVD, however, benefits from these methods but goes beyond value
engineering by establishing and directing projects toward project-wide objectives [55].

Nevertheless, TVD requires a paradigm shift that overcomes barriers such as the
fragmentation of the AEC industry, the lack of integration of the builder in the early stages
of the project, and the lack of a more digital communication based on emerging technologies
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such as BIM throughout the project life cycle, among others [56,57]. On the other hand,
the implementation of TVD requires transparent communication of sensitive information,
the creation of a collaborative environment and the active involvement of the owner [11].
In addition, TVD can lead to a longer design process, aspects that not all companies are
willing to adopt.

2.2.1. Target Costing

Target costing is a tool for cost management and a strategic approach to new product
development, aiming to reduce costs, ensuring quality, reliability, and other attributes
that will add value to customers [58]. Target costing is a useful construction management
technique that improved project performance by evaluating construction component alter-
natives that meet the desired cost [59]. One of fundamental principles of target costing is
that it uses cost to input the project development process rather than an output [17]. First,
the market price is established; based on this, the allowable cost (AC) is determined, which
is the maximum amount that the client is willing and able to spend for the asset [60]. The
TC is then set and finally broken down to the component level to simplify the design task
since it is easier to optimize the project by optimizing its components [44].

2.2.2. TVD Practices and Tools

The design phase aims to produce a design that provides a product with the function-
ality and capabilities desired by the customer within its constraints. This goal orientation
involves using different lean management methods such as set-based design, choosing
by advantages, and A3 reports. It also includes other methods developed previously or
outside of lean management, such as value engineering, design thinking, BIM, and nD
models [11,48,61].

There are many practices and tools associated with TVD in the literature. The re-
searchers conducted a literature review of real projects (not academic workshops) where
TVD has been incorporated, and Table 1 summarizes these. A tool is a structured tech-
nique or instrument that facilitates the implementation of principles, while a management
practice refers to concrete actions associated with increasing productivity [62–64]. Table 1
includes the first documented project practices that are used and recommended [47,48];
the fundamental practices listed by [27]; and updated, added, and recommended practices
and tools that were associated with the TVD, lean design, and lean management by other
authors [4,5,9,11,15–17,55,60,61,65–80].

Table 1. TVD practices, updates, and related tools.

Practices Related to TVD Tools Related to TVD Practices

1 Engage deeply with the client to
establish the target value [27] 1 Target costing [5,9,15,48,68,69]

2 Lead the design effort for learning and
innovation [27]. 2 nD model (3D, 4D . . . ) [16,48,60]

3 Design of a detailed estimate [27,66]. 3 Functional analysis/value
engineering [15,48]

4 Collaboratively plan and replan the
project [15,27,70–74] 4 Last Planner System ®

[5,11,15,17,48,60,75]

5 Concurrently design the product and
the process in design sets [27,48]. 5 Integrated product/cost model [48]

6 Design and detail in the sequence of the
customer who will use it [15,27,48,55]. 6 Formal retrospectives [27]

7 Work in small and diverse groups [27]. 7 Plus and delta activity [27]

8 Work in a Big Room [27]. 8 Short codesign sessions and Big Room
meetings [5,15,27,73,75]

9 Conduct retrospectives throughout the
process [27]. 9 Design–build contract [48]

10 Cross-functional teams [17,48,74,76]. 10 Plan Do Check Act (PDCA) [15,65]
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Table 1. Cont.

Practices Related to TVD Tools Related to TVD Practices

11 Long-term relationships with
suppliers [48] 11 5-minute meetings [65]

12 Balance designer and constructor (team
members) interests [48] 12 5-Why™ [65]

13 Early integration of designers and
builders [48,55,70,72,77] 13 Pareto analysis [65]

14 Early incorporation of main suppliers
and contractors [15,48,76,78]. 14 Relational contract [4,60,79].

15 Sub targets cost by teams [48,66] 15 Building Information Model
(BIM) [4,5,11,15,17,75,76]

16 Best value instead of the lowest first cost
[11,17,48,55,73,74] 16 A3 thinking [4]

17 Intentionally build relationships on
projects [65] 17 Choosing by advantages (CBA) decision

making [4,15]
18 Optimize the whole project [65] 18 Set-based design [4]

19 Projects are single-purpose networks of
commitments [65]. 19 TVD update charts [66]

20 Involve all key stakeholders in
feasibility study [4]. 20 Standardization [15,17,76,80]

21
Design solutions are developed with
cost, schedule, and constructability as

design criteria [4].
21 One-page improvement reports [11,60]

22 All team members understand the
business case and stakeholder values [4] 22 3P (production preparation

process)/mockups [11,60]

23 Set targets for values and conditions of
satisfaction [66] 23 Virtual meetings [11,60]

24 A cross-disciplinary “validation
study” [66] 24 Charrette meeting [11,60]

25 Aligned goals and share risks and
rewards [4] 25 Visual management tools [11,60]

26 Rapid estimating [66] 26 Value stream mapping [11,60]

27 Continuity of staff to retain the
knowledge [15], 27 Prototyping [11,60]

28 Capture of lessons learned [11,15,60] 28 Gemba walks (site tours) [11,60]

29 Lean set of tools to eliminate process
waste [15] 29 Focus groups [11,60]

30 “three musketeers” attitude. “All for
one, one for all” thinking [15] 30 Innovation workbooks [11,60].

31 Monetary and nonmonetary
motivation [15] 31 Design thinking [61]

32 Support continuous tracking of issues
and indicators [11,60] 32 Kaizen/continuous improvement/

kaizen event [11,15,17,60,67,78]

33 Promote transparent
communication [11,60]

34 Searching for and developing innovative
solutions with the users [55,61,71–73]

35 Encourages the discussion of problems
and solutions [67]

36
Prioritizes continuous but durable

improvements over time instead of more
radical improvements [67].

2.2.3. TVD Measurement

The primary measurement performed in the TVD refers to TC fulfillment; there is no
evidence for measuring satisfaction conditions or the systematic reduction in value losses
to achieve the target value. For that reason, several authors argue that the TVD focuses on
cost over value [8,9].
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Based on these insights, Table 2 summarizes the benefits of cost, schedule, and value
characteristics in real projects of the AEC industry where TVD is implemented and whether
these benefits have been measured (explicit benefit) or not measured (implicit benefit).
There is extensive evidence of cost as an explicit benefit and little evidence of schedule
benefits; although, most of this evidence is explicit.

Table 2. Explicit and implicit benefits on TVD projects.

Focus or Benefits Measured (Explicit) Not Measured (Implicit)

Cost [2,14–18,29,48,53,55,59,66,76,80–83] [9,11,47]

Schedule [2,14,18,48,55] [11,76]

Value

Importance degree of value items [81];
reduction in design

document drafting time [82]; energy savings
[66]; 30% space reduction [15]; safety

and quality
metrics [18,55]; people metrics [55];

sustainable target values (STV) [14]; value
perceived by

different groups of
stakeholders: 1 to 5 scale [5]; value ranking

analysis of key
construction factors [59,80].

Functionality, durability/maintainability,
and buildability

requirements [47]; relocate the building from
its initial location, quality of the

facility produced [48]; design
innovations, increased efficiency [53]; quality

[9]; maximum long-term value for the
customer, appropriate acoustics and lighting,

flexibility, privacy for
families and staff interaction [29]

quality, performance [76]; benefits
perceived, aesthetics, lighting, larger helipad
. . . [18]; significant value for the project [12]

performance, sustainability, value [11];
improvements in the

design–build process [77].

There is documentation of implicit and explicit value benefits. Explicit value benefits
are observed in specific satisfaction conditions, such as the reduction in space, design
drafting times, energy savings, or metrics related to particular aspects, such as safety, quality,
sustainability, and constructive factors. Concerning more generalized value attributes
(including several types of satisfaction conditions), two measures were evidenced: the
degree of importance of value attributes based on percentages of 4 possible answers (very
low, low, high, and very high importance) [81] and the value perceived by stakeholder
groups on a Likert scale (from 1 to 5) [5].

The implicit benefits are described in terms of improved functionality, quality, per-
formance, and buildability requirements. An effort is observed to show that there are
perceived benefits of value but with measurement limitations in the TVD projects. The
way to show value within TVD is through multiple measurements of attributes such as
safety, quality, environmental impact and cost-effectiveness, in which several indicators
are used for each objective set [55] and not with a single indicator showing the whole
value achieved.

2.3. Value Analysis Model (VAM)

VAM is an analysis and measurement value model, recently developed by [20], based
on the classification of attractive quality theory [84]. This model captures customers’ or
stakeholders’ requirements in design and construction processes and transforms them into
two target value indices: the desired value index and potential value index (DVI and PVI).
The desired value index consists only of the customer’s expectations, whereas the potential
value refers to the best possible value that can be obtained. Figure 1 shows a graphical
overview of the VAM.
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Figure 1. Graphical overview of the VAM [20].

Value generation is subsequently measured, resulting in two new indices: desired
value generated and potential value generated (DVG and PVG). Finally, a comparison is
made between the target value indices and the generated value indices, numerically and
graphically showing the value losses (DVL and PVL) that correspond to the differences
between the two types of indices. The value-generated indices must be identical to the
target value indices for there to be no value losses.

The generated value indices can be calculated throughout the design and construction
processes, considering as many revisions as established by the project evaluation team. In
this way, the project’s value evolution can be measured both in the process and product in
different time scenarios (Figure 2).
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Table 3. Acronyms summary.

Acronym Meaning

TVD Target value design
IC Initial cost
TC Target cost
AC Allowable cost

VAM Value analysis model
DVI Desired value index
DVG Desired value generated
DVL Desired value loss

DVFP Desired value fulfillment percentage
PVI Potential value index
PVG Potential value generated
PVL Potential value loss

PVFP Potential value fulfillment percentage
W Weighting factor
M Must-be attributes
O One-dimensional attributes
R Reverse attributes
A Attractive attributes
I Indifferent attributes

3. Research Approach

This research applied the action research (AR) approach. Lewin [85] is credited with
establishing AR, which he depicted as a spiral of learning phases that included planning
action, taking action, assessing progress, and changing the plan depending on what was
learned. It is research that leads to social action. Many researchers have used the AR method
to study dynamic changes, improvements, and implementations of novel methodologies in
organizations and processes [61,86,87] because (1) it is based on real conditions and not on
theoretical models or simulations, and (2) it is based on collaboration between researchers
and stakeholders in the business context [88]. The AR approach was chosen for this study
because of the high level of engagement required by the company’s researchers to create
and implement the TVD in the project.

According to Azhar et al. [89] AR is an applied or proactive research approach that
explores real-life problems vital to the industry and fundamental research. AR aims to
increase the understanding of an immediate problem by performing two simultaneous
actions: expanding scientific knowledge and solving practical problems. Furthermore,
Mckay and Marshall [90] conceptualize AR as two intertwined cycles of interest: problem-
solving interests and other research interests.

AR has a five-phase process studied in a research environment within a client infras-
tructure or system. These phases are: (1) Diagnosis, which corresponds to the identification
of the primary problem(s); (2) action planning, which establishes the target for change and
the approach to change; (3) action taking, which implements the planned action(s), where
the researchers and specialists collaboratively get involved in client organization, causing
specific changes to be made; (4) evaluation, where the results are evaluated once the actions
have been completed; and (5) learning. While the phase of learning is undertaken last, it is
usually a continuous process [89].

According to Mckay and Marshall [90], after identifying a real-world problem, a
data and information gathering activity follows its nature and context, thus beginning
the first interest cycle. Therefore, in collaboration with the participants in the process, the
action researcher plans a problem-solving strategy and proceeds to implement a series of
actions. These actions are monitored and evaluated regarding their impact on the perceived
problem situation. When stakeholders are deemed to have achieved satisfactory results in
the problem context, the researcher either withdraws from the situation or modifies the
action plan and makes additional changes in the problem context.
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In the second interest cycle, the researchers identify research questions by reviewing
relevant literature and designing a research project. These actions are monitored and
evaluated based on the research interests and the intervention’s effect on the research
questions. If the research questions can be satisfactorily resolved, the researcher exits the
organizational setting. If not, the researcher will modify the plans and designs to seek
further explanations [90].

Figure 3 presents the research approach based on the five-phase process proposed by
Azhar et al. [89] related to two interconnected interest cycles of Mckay and Marshall [90].
The client system used in this research is a pilot project in a real estate and construction
company (Company “S”) located in Santiago de Chile, whose main activity is the integral
execution of high-rise residential buildings.
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In the diagnosis phase, two interests were identified: (1) constant cost overruns in the
projects that do not allow the desired margin or profit to be obtained (problem-solving
interest) and (2) the need to measure the fulfillment (or not) of the value expected by the
customer (research interest).

In the action planning phase, the authors developed the manner in which TVD would
be implemented. Three stages were determined: pre-implementation, implementation and
post-implementation. The pre-implementation is part of the action planning phase. In this
phase, the pilot project was selected, the data collection plan was made, and the most appro-
priate TVD tools were chosen considering the organization’s context and characteristics.

In the action-taking phase, the implementation and post-implementation stages of
the TVD were considered. TVD implementation was gradually performed with training
workshops, and the TVD practices and tools were incorporated immediately or at different
times in collaborative work [20]. In the evaluation phase, cost measurement was controlled
by target costing. Value measurement was performed in three longitudinal reviews by the
application of VAM. Subsequently, the results could be compared. VAM was chosen because
it depicts, in very similar terms, the target costing with the measurement and evolution
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of value, which makes their comparison feasible. VAM provides measurements with a
common language for all value attributes via indexes that make it possible to compare cost
and value; this has not been possible before with other value analysis methods.

The learning phase is considered a continuous process of learned lessons that are
captured from the action planning, action-taking, and evaluation phases.

3.1. Phase 1: Diagnosis

As explained in the methodology approach, in the diagnostic phase, the authors
identified two interests: practical and research.

Historically, the margin achieved in the projects carried out by the company “S” was
much lower than desired. The existence of multiple parameters that affect the selling prices
of the properties [91], the high competitiveness within the real estate market [92], and the
constant cost deviations between estimation and execution [93] make the market price a
factor in the viability of the projects. Cost overrun percentages of the company “S” projects
range from 1% to 7%, which are subtracted from the already decreased profit to adapt
to market prices. The causes of these cost overruns are generally design changes during
execution, errors or omissions in deliverables, late consideration of industrialization or
standardization aspects, and post-sale incidents. As market competition in the real estate
sector becomes more intense, a lower-cost framework is fundamental for a company’s
survival [76]. For this reason, cost reduction is a competitive advantage often pursued by
residential real estate companies. In this case, TVD implementation is highly recommended
since, in this design method, a TC is established to consider a target (market) price and the
desired margin. Based on this TC, concrete actions are established to reduce costs (without
reducing the value) and reach the TC, and therefore the desired margin. Although this
methodology cannot ensure that the target cost is met or that there are no cost overruns
in all cases [47,94], most projects that used TVD were completed on time, within budget,
and delivered buildings that the owners considered fit for purpose [55,95]. In addition,
the existence of principles associated with collaboration and team integration increases
the certainty of performance and improves decision-making processes and project risk
management [96].

Parallel to solving the practical problem described above, this study addresses a
research problem related to fulfilling the target value in the TVD project environment.
Therefore, the authors explore (1) the measurement of the value of customer satisfaction
conditions, (2) the identification and quantification of value losses in the project process
and product, and (3) the comparison between target value fulfilment and TC fulfilment in
the context of the TVD project.

3.2. Phase 2: Action Planning

The authors designed the TVD implementation in three stages: pre-implementation,
implementation, and post-implementation. Additionally, the authors selected the pilot
project and the people who participated in the process, designed the data collection instru-
ments, defined the type of information to collect, and selected TVD tools.

TVD Pre-Implementation

• Pilot project selection

This paper analyzed a housing design project in Chile to evaluate both cost and value
evolution in the design and construction process. This project was selected due to its scope,
user profiles, and level of design progress, in addition to the researcher’s access to the
involved stakeholders. The researchers selected a pilot project in the preliminary design
stage from the company’s portfolio of housing projects to enable a more effective TVD
implementation. The project consists of two residential buildings of eleven floors each for
a total of 235 housing units, a supermarket, and a shopping center to cover the needs of
the lower–middle income socioeconomic demographic. When the intervention started, the
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project was in the preliminary design stage. On the other hand, the organization was open
to implementing the TVD changes in their projects.

• Participants selection

The authors planned with the company that the people to participate in this process
would be twenty professionals from the different technical areas of the company, who
represented three clients (the owner, the designers and the builders). The owner was the
real estate company that requested the project’s design and construction; it i represented by
a director who is part of its management. The designers were represented by architecture
and engineering professionals. The builders consisted of the project manager and cost staff.
The project’s progress (preliminary design) did not make it possible to incorporate end
users. These twenty professionals were the direct source of the information necessary to
observe the evolution of cost and value.

• Preliminary considerations

The authors scheduled preliminary meetings to establish the action training plan, and
set the project’s AC and TC. Additionally, the authors formed four participant clusters
(called committees): cross-functional teams of four to eight people. The committees were
divided according to systems within the project: (1) structure and urban development,
which includes the foundations, slabs on grade, superstructure, roofing, exterior walls, and
urban development; (2) Mechanical, Electrical and Plumbing (MEP), including Heating
Ventilation Air Conditioned (HVAC), and conveying systems; (3) finishes; and (4) logistics.
These committees attended weekly work meetings. Additionally, the authors established
workshops on TVD practices and tools, general meetings on action proposals with all
committees in attendance, and meetings to review compliance with the teams’ agreements.

It was determined that three sub-management areas of real estate management and
five sub-management areas of construction management would make up the group of
professionals participating in the program. Within real estate management were the project,
architecture and engineering, and sales sub-management; within construction management
were the project and construction administration, delivery and after-sales, quality, costs
and procurement, and logistics sub-management.

• Data collection planning

Data collection was planned through interviews, surveys, and work meetings. The
interviews were associated with collecting the attributes necessary to analyze the value
for the consulted clients from the three points of view (owner, designer and builder). The
surveys were of two types: an initial survey to classify the value attributes, and thus to
calculate the initial indices, DVI and PVI, and a second survey to carry out the reviews of
the value generated. Three revisions (Rev) were made to the value generated (DVG and
PVG), value fulfillment percentage (DVFP and PVFP), and value losses (DVL and PVL).
Rev. 0 represents the initial value before the TVD implementation, Rev. 1 is the value
while incorporating some TVD practices and tools, and Rev. 2 is the value after the TVD
implementation program.

The work meetings were diverse; their objectives varied from determining the types of
costs to be studied (IC, AC, and TC), identifying concrete actions to incorporate to achieve
the target costs, and validating information from the interviews and surveys performed.
Table 4 presents data collected for both cost and value measurements. Before the TVD
implementation, information on the cost evolution was collected regarding the IC, AC,
and TC.
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Table 4. Data collection for stages.

Cost Measurement Value Measurement

TVD
Pre-implementation

- IC
- AC and TC.

- Conditions of satisfaction
and value attributes

- Weighting factor (W)
per customer

- DVI-PVI
- Rev. 0: DVG0 y PVG0
- DVFP0 and PVFP0
- DVL0 and PVL0

TVD
implementation

- Actions to be incorporated
to achieve TC

- Continuous cost estimates
- Learning plus/delta

- Rev 1: DVG1 and PVG1
- DVFP1 and PVFP1
- DVL1 and PVL1

TVD
Post-implementation

- Achievement of TC
- Challenging to implement

TVD practices and tolos
- Learning plus/delta

- Rev. 2: DVG2 and PVG2
- DVFP2 and PVFP2
- DVL2 and PVL2

• TVD practices and tools selection

Based on the literature review shown in Table 1 and according to the company context
and the needs of the project, key tools were selected to be used in this TVD implementation.
The authors considered it essential to use the fundamental practices of [27] as a basis for
implementation. Additionally, other practices and tools identified in Table 1 associated with
lean management and lean design, which are recommended by several authors to facilitate
and collaborate with the implementation of TVD, were incorporated. Appendix C shows
which practices and tools were incorporated in the action plan or through the training
plan. One of the lean practices, the last planner system, is already incorporated into the
company’s projects in construction stages, so it does not appear in Appendix C.

• Cost measurement in pre-implementation

At a meeting of senior management, the AC, IC and TC were calculated as follows:
after establishing the market price according to the competitiveness parameters of the sector
and the characteristics of the project, the AC was calculated, responding to the minimum
profit that could be obtained for the project to be feasible (See Equation (1)). Then, the TC
was established according to the project’s ideal or desired profit margin (See Equation (2)).
The IC corresponds to the preliminary cost estimate of the preliminary design. This IC may
not be considered very accurate, as it is very preliminary, but as the design progresses and
each iteration of the design is costed, the cost should be more reliable:

AC = MP − mp (1)

TC = MP − ip (2)

MP: market price, mp: minimum profit, ip: ideal profit.
The TC was established according to the market price and the desired margin. Since

the margin historically achieved in the projects carried out by the company was much
lower than the desired margin, the AC was established according to the market price and
the intermediate margin between the desired and historical margin. The researchers were
present at the meeting to guide the managers in determining these costs.

• Value measurement in pre-implementation

Regarding the value measurement, the researchers initially determined satisfaction
conditions, value attributes, weighting factor (W) and the desired and potential value
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indices (DVI and PVI). These indices represent what was expected by the client and the
highest possible value that could be delivered.

The authors collected information regarding value attributes within the conditions
of product satisfaction and the design and construction process. The value attributes
were collected in a survey within one of the preliminary meetings in which the group of
participants was asked the following questions: (1) Describe different value attributes that
you consider essential to the following customers: user, owner, designers, builders, and
reviewers; (2) If you had to prioritize one customer over another, what would be the order
and percentage of importance to you?

The answers to these questions were complemented through interviews with the
owner and some professionals who could not attend preliminary meetings. According
to the literature review [2,51,97], satisfaction conditions and their relationship with the
collected value attributes were established.

The product’s satisfaction conditions are home comfort, finance and investment,
performance, image, innovation and technology, and health and sustainability. The process
satisfaction conditions are information flow and communications, time and costs, tools
and technology, constructability, integration, corporative environment, and deliverables.
Appendices A and B show the value attributes and their relationship with the conditions of
satisfaction. In addition, these Appendixes show the ideal values (%Ideal) for each attribute
and their results for revisions 0, 1 and 2 in percentage values (%R0, %R1 and %R2).

The group identified the customers present in the process and gave them a percentage
weight according to their importance. This consideration is a weighting factor (W) per
customer, corresponding to the average of all the responses received. It is essential to clarify
that the group of professionals ruled out the reviewers for the value assessment, and the
end-user could not be consulted due to the preliminary state of the project. Therefore, the
customers identified were owners, designers, and builders.

For the DVI and PVI calculation, the authors classified the list of value attributes
according to the types proposed by [84]: must-be (M), one-dimensional (O), reverse (R),
attractive (A), and indifferent (I), using a two-dimensional survey. The survey’s first
question was functional: How do you feel if the proposed attribute is provided? The second
question was dysfunctional: How do you feel if the proposed attribute is not provided?
Each question (either functional or dysfunctional) had five response options: Like, Must be,
Neutral, Live with, and Dislike. Based on both responses, the ranking of the attributes was
achieved. Subsequently, according to this classification, each of them was multiplied by
a value established in the VAM [20], which is presented in Table 5. To calculate the DVI,
only what the client expects was considered (marked with asterisks in Table 5). The DVI
is the sum of the products of the number of attribute types and their valuation (expected
presence or absence) divided by the total attributes. On the other hand, the PVI is the sum
of the DVI with the percentage of “A” attributes. Based on these calculations, the authors
established the DVI and PVI of each client in the process and the product.

Table 5. Attribute valuation VAM [20].

Attributes
Value

Present Absent

M 0 * −1
O +1 * −1
R −1 +1 *
A +1 0 *
I 0 0

* expected by customer.

The dynamic needs of customers [32] and the evolving nature of the attributes of
Kano’s model [31] could cause DVI and PVI to vary over time. For the purposes of this
research, DVI and PVI were considered fixed from the beginning of the research since
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changes in product preferences in the AEC industry are assumed to be slower than for
products in other manufacturing industries with more volatile markets [32] due to the
longer life cycle duration of AEC projects. Likewise, the classification of the attributes for
calculating DVI and PVI was validated in a focus group where the correct identification of
each attribute per participant was verified. Regarding the evolutions of the value generated,
these changes should reflect the incorporation of actions from the implementation of the
TVD and are not related to changes in preferences or the clients’ needs.

• Value Review 0

The authors made three revisions to measure the value: Revision 0, which coincides
with TVD pre-implementation; Revision 1, in TVD implementation; and Revision 2, per-
formed after approximately six months of TVD implementation. In each revision, the
DVGs and PVGs were calculated and compared with the initially calculated DVI and PVI,
resulting in value fulfillment percentages (DVFPn and PVFPn) and value losses (DVLn and
PVLn). Value losses are the gap between PVI and PVG and DVI and DVG.

To calculate the value generated, the authors applied a survey with the list of attributes
to quantify each attribute’s level of presence and absence. The survey questions were
worded as follows: “Regarding the list of attributes of the design process shown below,
what percentage do you perceive to have been fulfilled in the project? If you are not aware
of the item, please answer ‘I have no information’”. DVG and PVG are calculated from
each attribute type (see Table 5) and the level of presence and absence of each attribute, as
shown in Equations (3) and (4):

DVG =
(Ma × −1) + (Op × 1) + (Oa × −1) + (Rp × −1) + (Ra × 1)

M + O + R + A + I
(3)

PVG =
(Ma × −1) + (Op × 1) + (Oa × −1) + (Rp × −1) + (Ra × 1) + (Ap × 1)

M + O + R + A + I
(4)

M: must-be, O: one-dimensional, R: reverse, A: attractive, I: indifferent, p: level of presence,
and a: level of absence.

3.3. Phase 3: Action Taking

The authors incorporated TVD into the company through a research alliance between
industry and academia. The program was called “on the path to TVD” and was imple-
mented by adapting it to the country’s cultural context, the company, and the selected
project, focusing on training action; this means implementing the practices and tools, since
professionals were trained in a period of 10 months. These professionals were from the
Real Estate Management and Construction Management department of the company “S”.
The implementation would therefore extend from the preliminary design to the detailed
design and start of documentation.

3.3.1. TVD Implementation

The TVD implementation comprised two sections that were conducted simultaneously:
training plan, and collaborative work.

• Training

The authors implemented training workshops based on the TVD practices and tools.
The first workshop introduced the TVD, which included basic concepts, the nine funda-
mental practices of [27], and other complementary practices of other authors. Six additional
workshops were planned to be delivered in two-hour sessions with approximately 20 pro-
fessionals from the company. The workshops’ topics were as follows: constructability,
choosing by advantages (CBA), A3 thinking, innovation and continuous improvement,
integrated project delivery (IPD), and building information modeling (BIM). The authors
also introduced other concepts regarding the practices and tools of TVD to complement
the primary topics. For example, target customer, industrialization, the importance of
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advantages, nD models, virtual design and construction, collaboration levels, root cause
analysis, 5 W + 2 H, relational contracts, BIM coordination, kaizen events, and design
thinking. Appendix C contains the practices and tools, as shown in Table 1, incorporated
through the company’s action and training plan.

• Collaborative work

The authors implemented the action plan gradually through big group meetings
(similar to the Big Room in the company) and cluster work through committee meetings.
The practices and tools were tested and incorporated into the project as they were learned in
the workshops. Each cluster was responsible for a part of the gap between the TC and the IC
proportional to its area budget (sub-targets). Based on the Pareto analysis, the committee’s
budget was ordered according to the items or macro-items by costs, from highest to lowest,
to establish concrete actions to systematically achieve the TC. The researchers brainstormed
to establish possible actions and their priorities. The CBA decision-making method was
beneficial in cluster discussions to select which actions should be incorporated and choose
the most significant advantages among various alternatives.

Likewise, the researchers established “rules” for the committee and big group meet-
ings, in which an atmosphere of trust, open communication, and participation should
remain. The group established and analyzed problems to be addressed or desired situ-
ations to be reached from the points of view of different clients, and subsequently, they
proposed actions. These actions were reviewed to see if they impacted other activities or
actions of other committees. For the suggested actions, cost/time/benefit metrics were
requested whenever possible.

All clusters or a representative of the cluster were present in the large group meetings.
These meetings had different purposes: (1) review of the proposed actions by cluster
and if they were related to other clusters; (2) review of the difficulties of implementing
TVD practices and tools both in the project and in the company; (3) feedback meetings
(plus/delta) to direct the efforts toward the best for the project; and a (4) kaizen-event-style
meeting, to innovate and explore through design thinking and PDCA.

As the TVD practices and tools were implemented (see Appendix C), and the clusters’ ac-
tions were documented and estimated to achieve the TC. TC achievement, the implementation
challenges of the TVD practices, tools in the company and the project, and what was learned
based on plus/delta activities were documented in the post-implementation program.

3.3.2. TVD Post-Implementation

The authors analyzed the target cost’s fulfillment after implementing the “on the road
to TVD” program, as explained in the Results section. Additionally, the authors identified
difficulties and the overall benefits of the implementation program through a plus/delta
activity and established future actions for the company. Phase 5 (learning) introduces
these items.

3.4. Phase 4: Evaluation

This phase shows the results obtained from the measurements and evolution of cost
and value, respectively, throughout the project.

3.4.1. Cost Measurement

The authors designed two types of TVD update formats based on two examples
presented by [48]. The first recorded the date, description of the proposal, and estimated
cost of proposals generated in the committee meetings. The second corresponded to
monthly follow-ups, where the actions proposed by the committee, descriptions, estimated
cost, and cost since the last change were recorded. These formats contributed to elaborating
the project’s cost evolution charts.
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• Preliminary Cost Indexes

After having calculated the TC, AC and IC, gaps were determined, which would be
worked by subtargets in each committee. The gap between TC and IC was proportionally
distributed among the four committees to the committee’s participation in the total project
budget. Table 6 illustrates this gap distribution (subtargets) in thousands of U.S. dollars,
the reduction amounts achieved (in thousands of U.S. dollars), and the achieved gap
percentages per committee. The results show that two committees could not achieve the
corresponding subtarget (finishes and logistics), but the other two committees achieved a
much higher percentage than expected (more than 200%). The project achieved the TC and
an additional 39% reduction. It is essential to highlight that success was achieved jointly by
the four committees, which complemented each other’s requested actions and incorporated
them between committees.

Table 6. Gap distribution among the committees.

Committee
Participation

in Total
Budget (%)

TC-IC Gap
(Thousands

USD)

Cost Reduction
Achieved

(Thousands USD)

Cost Reduction
Achieved

(% of Gap)

Structure and
urban

development
28.60% 75.6 165.72 219%

Finishes 38.80% 102.5 27.25 27%

MEP 19.70% 52.1 150.56 289%

Logistics 13.00% 34.3 25.21 73%

Total 100.00% 265.64 368.74 139%

• Cost Evolution

Figure 4 shows the cost evolution throughout the project. This chart was constructed
based on the gap between the estimated cost and the TC. Figure 4 depicts seven cost esti-
mates corresponding to the project committees’ actions until the TC goal is reached and
exceeded. From the fifth estimate onwards, the committees achieved the TC but kept imple-
menting actions to achieve even more savings, saving an additional USD 104,000 in costs.
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The cost estimations did not respond in time to the proposed actions because they were
centrally made by the cost department. It would be desirable to continuously and quickly
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incorporate cost estimates of the proposed actions. Given the delays in this estimation, the
cost department made the costs of all project items visible to each committee, so that the
committee could make the relevant calculations. This action significantly contributed to
accelerating the cost estimates.

3.4.2. Value Measurement

This subsection shows the results of preliminar indexes and the three value reviews of
both the process and the project’s design product.

• Preliminary Value Indexes

As explained in the TVD pre-implementation, W per customer, DVI and PVI were
calculated. Table 7 shows these indexes per customer. The total DVI and PVI of the project
is the sum of the products between the indices and W.

Table 7. DVI and PVI by customers and total project.

Product Process

Customer Total
Project

Customer Total
ProjectOwner Designers Builders Owner Designers Builders

W 41.6% 27.6% 30.8% 100% 41.6% 27.6% 30.8% 100%

DVI 0.79 0.25 0.29 0.49 0.27 0.20 0.13 0.21

PVI 1.00 0.63 0.42 0.72 0.40 0.40 0.33 0.38

• Value Evolution

Figure 5 shows the value evolution, where the value increases (dotted lines) and value
losses (dashed and dotted lines) decrease as the project progresses. However, neither case
(product or process) achieved the desired or potential value. In the product, the reduction
in value losses is higher than in the process. This difference between product and process
may be because it is generally designed with consideration of the final product and not
necessarily the process, even though one of the practices of the TVD is the integration of
the product and the process, i.e., the ability to use product–process–cost models [4].
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The value generated in the process is low, reaching negative numbers. In the VAM,
negative values represent (1) the non-incorporation of essential or “M” attributes; (2) the
low fulfillment of “O” attributes; (3) the incorporation of “R” or contrary attributes to what
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is desired by customers; or (4) the combination of all the above possibilities. Incorporating
M attributes alone avoids customer dissatisfaction, bringing the value to an initial zero
level. The absence of “O” attributes or the presence of “R” attributes reduces the product
or process value and can reach negative numbers.

The last two rows show the desired and potential value fulfillment percentage in each
revision (DVFP and PVFP). If the trend of adding value in the project is maintained, the
product could reach DVFP and PVFP above 90%, minimizing value losses to percentages
of less than 10%, these numbers being very acceptable. However, the process would still
not reach tolerable values since the DVG would still have negative terms, and the PVFP
could reach a percentage close to 30%.

3.4.3. Comparison between Value and Cost Evolution

This subsection shows the differences between the evolution of value and costs in
three reviews. Figure 6 presents the three revisions made in the value measurement related
to the cost evolution. Rev. 0 of value coincides with the IC of the project, Rev. 1 coincides
with the fifth cost estimate (see Figure 4), and Rev. 2 of value was performed approximately
eight months after the end of the TVD implementation program and is assumed to be
the same as the last cost measurement made on the project. The results show how TC is
achieved and value increases as the project progresses. However, the fulfillment of the TC
is higher than the value. In revisions 1 and 2, even though the TC was already met and
exceeded, this is not the value case. Both the desired and potential values are not fully
satisfied in either the process or the product. Nevertheless, the value does not decrease
while the TC is achieved, but it is feasible that it could increase even if costs decrease. It is
imperative to highlight that by using target costing, systematic actions were carried out to
achieve the TC, but not the value, so this could be one reason why the DVI or PVI were
not reached.
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3.5. Phase 5: Learning

To collect the learning obtained in the TVD implementation program, the authors used
the plus/delta tool, where the participants expressed positive and improvable aspects of
the process. This tool was used in different intermediate sessions and at the end of the
implementation. The main ‘participants’ opinions are the following:

The TVD was considered a useful methodology for collaborative development. The
use of CBA and creating committees for collaborative work were very positive. Likewise,
transparency in communication and information and the better management of costs
are appreciated. The cost department made the costs associated with all project items
visible to each committee in order to make the relevant estimates. This action significantly
contributed to the continuous and rapid cost estimate.
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Regarding the difficulties, it was considered that there was staff turnover since it
was estimated that there were 4 to 5 additional hours of work in these ten months, so
planning must be improved. In addition, the committee’s composition should be improved
to optimize the participants’ time. On the other hand, the updating costs process should be
adjusted since it was not carried out correctly, especially at the beginning.

According to the participants, the most difficult TVD practices to implement were
designing for the client’s budget and target value, working in a Big Room, and collaborative
planning. However, alternatives were proposed to counteract these difficulties, such
as generating a data bank of m2/quality of finishes and utility installations, creating a
new budget model with a classification of areas, resources and current capacities, and
implementing and training BIM to improve early budgeting. The following proposals
emerged regarding the Big Room: Big Virtual Room, use of Last Planner System® from
the design stage to decrease latency times in requests and responses, and more efficient
coordination meetings of specialties. Concerning collaborative planning, the authors
propose the use of ICE (Integrated Concurrent Engineering) sessions [98] supported by
BIM and not by departments or headquarters, with a common objective of company “S”,
as well as establishing a moderator to manage times.

As a lesson learned regarding the unfulfillment of the desired and potential value of
the project, it is believed that the committees did not consciously seek concrete actions to
achieve the target value, as was the case for the target cost.

4. Discussion

This section discusses the accomplishment of the target value (desired and potential
customer value) and the comparison between target value and target cost fulfillment.

According to the results, the project’s desired and potential value was not achieved.
The percentage of value fulfillment was very low and, in some opportunities, negative. The
committees did not consciously seek concrete actions to achieve the target value, as was the
case for the cost. However, the value increased throughout the revisions made to the project.
This increase may respond to the fact that the TVD methodology incorporates practices and
tools that benefit the design process, which had not been explicitly measured until now. For
example, the value increased in the product in different aspects such as energy efficiency,
functionality, compliance with the regulations, and the community’s quality of life. On the
other hand, in the design process, the value increased by incorporating technologies for
specialty coordination, the response time to requests for information, and the sharing cost
information among the professionals involved in the project.

The increase in value generation was higher for the product than for the process.
This difference may be explained because the AEC industry normally focuses on the
design of the product rather than the design process. In addition, it is expected that the
value attributes of the product will be incorporated as the design process progresses and
iterates better solutions. Meanwhile, the process’s satisfaction conditions are more difficult
to modify than the product’s satisfaction conditions because there are ways of working
in the company’s culture, such as information and communication management, time
and cost, tools and technologies, and corporate environment, which are the attributes of
constructability, integration, and deliverables. TVD recommends integrating the product
and the process using product–process–cost models [4], referring to the fact that as the
product is being designed, the way it will be executed or produced in the construction
phase is also designed [99].

The results show the emphasis on cost over value within the company’s TVD im-
plementation process, which was already described by some authors [8,9]. The company
focused on reducing the gap between the initial cost and the TC through concrete actions
required throughout the meetings and workshops. These actions were the result of reviews
of budget items in order of the highest to lowest cost impact. Therefore, the proposals
focused on cost reduction and, subsequently, on time, productivity, or value benefits.
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However, even though the value was not the main reason for making decisions
on whether to implement the actions, the professionals observed whether the proposed
changes could impact the project’s value. For example, the replacement of elevators with
higher capacity cabins resulted in a reduction in their number without affecting the traffic
study. This study, by regulation, must meet the vertical mobility needs of users in a given
time and space. Therefore, a monetary reduction was achieved, while maintaining the
value for the client. This behavior coincides with what was stated by [13], who affirm that
TVD projects seek to preserve the value requested by the client, controlling the scope or
main objective of the project and pursuing some measurable conditions such as capabilities
and metrics [9,15].

Documented TVD projects often highlight the cost or time savings achieved [2,15–18],
and value benefits are not measured or are described in a limited way [8,15]. This situation
is due to the lack (thus far) of accurate and rigorous value estimation methods [2,99] that
focus on customer requirements [8]. This paper attempts to fill this knowledge gap by
incorporating a literature review of actual TVD projects that have documented the costs,
schedule, and value benefits.

The authors noted that costs are very explicitly documented. The literature shows
total cost measurements, comparative costs with other non-TVD projects, cost per square
foot, and project life cycle costs [15,48,53,76]. The benefits of time have been predominantly
documented, mostly by comparing times with other projects without TVD or stating that
the established time was met [2,18]. Regarding value, it was observed that, although
there are measurements regarding specific aspects related to the project’s main objective
or scopes, such as energy savings [66] or considerable space reduction [15], most of the
benefits are implicitly shown. These aspects are related to functionality, durability, build-
ability [47], quality [9,76], privacy, flexibility, acoustics and lighting, aesthetics [18,29],
sustainability [11], and design improvements and innovations [77].

Although meeting the TC in TVD projects does not decrease the value and is aimed at
to maintain it, in this project, the desired and potential value was not achieved even though
the TC was reached. When the TC was reached, the committees continued working to
achieve more savings, but not with the value. The committees managed actions to reduce
the cost, but no actions were proposed to achieve the target value. The project professionals
visualized the cost through the design process, but they were very late to visualize that
the value attributes were not being achieved or did not have good presence percentages
in the project. The authors recommend searching for the optimization of the presence of
the value attributes, starting with those of the highest level of importance according to the
order M > O/R > A > I, to obtain a value maximization plan within the TVD.

The ideal approach is not to use value instead of cost, but to use and analyze value
in addition to the cost. For example, in the literature, there is a decision-making method
known as choosing by advantages (CBA), which differentiates between cost and the com-
parative advantages of the alternatives to be chosen [100,101] (analogy of separating cost
and value). However, CBA uses both analyses for decision making in a straightforward
conceptual framework. In the same way, both aspects could be analyzed in projects. Ad-
ditionally, the framework of applying TVD developed by [4] suggests a question after
evaluating the cost: Should value be added? Therefore, the aim is not to use one instead of
the other, but to use both. In this paper, it is recommended that they are simultaneously
used and not one before the other.

From these differences between cost and value, and value in process and value in
product, the following questions may arise: Why is cost over value more easily achieved?
Are cost and value set on a realistic basis? The TVD implementation within the company
“S” resulted from observations from the literature and experiences in real projects in other
countries, where a clear emphasis on achieving the cost was perceived. It is possible that,
when trying to copy this scheme, less importance was given to the achievement of value.

On the other hand, why is product value more successful than process value? Are
product value attributes more achievable than product value attributes? Process-related
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attributes reflect each company’s particular way of producing, its protocols, barriers, and
obstacles to implementing changes and improvements. Additionally, the context, the
city or country where it is located, and social, economic, cultural, and political aspects
influence the projects’ processes and management. Some authors [96,102] suggest a change
in the project’s organizational structure towards a more established model of collaboration
and integration of the project team. However, communication, contextual, cultural and
coordination barriers and obstacles must be overcome to achieve better performance, cost,
innovation, and value results [7]. These improvements require gradual changes that cannot
be achieved in the short term.

5. Conclusions

This paper explores the generation and losses of value within the design process
of a TVD project through metrics, applying the recently developed VAM [20]. For this
reason, first, the authors developed a way to implement TVD within a project chosen
inside a company accustomed to use traditional design and construction models. This
implementation responds to a literature review of real projects that have successfully used
TVD. Second, two main measurements were established, the target cost metric and the
target value metric. The target cost metric is the original measurement present in TVD
projects; however, this research included a novel value metric through a recently developed
value analysis model, which is an important theoretical and practical contribution of
this study.

According to the results obtained, the target cost was achieved with the TVD imple-
mentation format addressed. Therefore, this would be the first successful experience of a
documented TVD project in Chile, considering as main measurement the achievement of
the target cost. However, regarding the target value, it was not reached.

Zooming in on the performed value analysis, even when the desired or potential value
was not achieved in the process or the product, there is a tendency towards an increase in
value as the project progresses. In comparison, the value generation is higher in the product
than in the process. The value generated in the process is very low (in fact, negative); this
means that the most important attributes (M and O) are not met, or opposite characteristics
(R) are present that decrease the value, resulting in significant value losses. In addition, it
can be seen that even though the desired or potential value is not reached, the target cost is
not only achieved but exceeded.

The VAM measures how value has been generated in the process and in the design
product by establishing indices that measure the different conditions of satisfaction pro-
posed and required by multiple customers. Therefore, it is possible to provide explicit
(quantifiable) information on the desired value, the maximum possible value (potential
value), the value generated in the product and the process, and the value losses as the gap
between what was expected and achieved. TVD benefits that were initially visualized in an
assumed or implicit way (not measured, only reported) (see Table 2) can be transformed
into explicit benefits (measured and traceable) through (1) the quantification of value ex-
pectations by calculating initial value indices (DVI and PVI), (2) the measurement of value
generated (DVG and PVG) from customer perceptions, and (3) value losses resulting from
the difference between the above indices. These measurements can allow the inclusion of
value-related parameters in traditional project performance measures (time, cost, and pro-
ductivity). VAM provides measurement with a common language for all value attributes.
This last idea is important due to the high subjectivity present in the value attributes and
the variety of measurements that can include different satisfaction conditions, such as
quality, safety, comfort, among others.

It is also possible to visualize the evolution of the generated value of a project and the
decrease (or increase) in value losses over time. This condition makes it possible to review
whether the value is increasing or decreasing and whether this is due to incorporating
actions, practices, or tools in the project’s development. Value losses (value not provided)
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are identifiable from the design phase, allowing measures to be taken to minimize them in
order to maximize value as early as possible.

In addition, VAM measurements make it possible to compare cost and value, which
has not been possible before. The model illustrates in very similar terms the target costing
with the measurement and evolution of value, which makes their comparison feasible: the
TC with the potential value; the AC with the desired value, which are the objectives to be
achieved; and the percentage of fulfillment of target value or TC, respectively.

This research provides evidence of the current emphasis on cost versus value. This
knowledge may contribute to focusing on value attributes and balancing the cost–value
relationship within projects. This research also shows that cost minimization can be
achieved without detriment to the value of TVD projects.

Similarly, a value analysis model (VAM) has a practical value for the project that can
be transferred to future projects. VAM is useful for optimizing products and processes,
as aspects for continuous process improvement are quickly identified on a stage-by-stage
and project-by-project basis. VAM encourages constant feedback and can provide superior
value delivery. It allows for the determination of parameters that add value for different
stakeholders, thus informing designers where to direct resources and efforts to improve
vital rather than trivial variables. In the practical implementation of VAM, the design team
can consider the requirements of builders, owners, end-users, and other clients to maximize
value. Having a tool to assess and measure value generation while designing and costing
is advantageous for teams applying or trying to apply TVD efficiently.

Additionally, VAM is a helpful model that provides explicit information, which may be
necessary for design–build projects involving many stakeholders or clients. VAM can help
reach agreements to establish value in a project by showing the different perspectives
of clients and directing them toward a similar prioritization path that seeks the best
possible value.

On the other hand, VAM allows researchers to conduct systematic studies searching
for the value generated by applying innovative design and construction methods, different
project delivery models, or value reviews under specific project satisfaction conditions,
such as sustainability and safety attributes. In summary, VAM could be considered a
value estimation method that focuses on the capturing, flow, and traceability of customer
requirements throughout the project, using metrics and indicators to measure different
value conditions.

In summary, the main theoretical contributions of this study are: (1) the possibility of
measuring value in TVD projects; (2) the visualization of the evolution of the value of a
project, and the decrease (or increase) in value losses over time; (3) the possibility of being
able to compare cost and value; and (4) showing explicit evidence for the emphasis on cost
over value and product over process in TVD projects. On the other hand, the main practical
contribution is providing a tool to assess and measure value generation, while designing
and costing within TVD projects.

Simultaneously estimating the cost and value generated in a revision at a project
milestone, and comparing them to cost and value targets, can show measurable and
traceable cost gaps or value losses. This identification of cost and value gaps makes it
possible for teams to develop proposed actions to reduce them. This last insight may prove
advantageous for teams applying or attempting to apply the TVD methodology efficiently.

Limitations and Future Research

This paper was based on the experience of one housing project in the design stage.
Therefore, the results should not be interpreted as universal to all types of building projects
at all stages of their life cycle. The contributions presented in this document are also limited
to this domain. On the other hand, it was not possible to incorporate the opinion of the end
users into the study because the project was in the preliminary design phase.

It is essential to highlight that systematic actions have been taken to achieve the TC
using target costing. The authors consider the use of an analogous methodology with value
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interesting, a “target valuing” that allows concrete actions to be incorporated to achieve the
desired and potential value. In VAM, a gap is obtained between the expected value and
the value generated, known as value loss. Knowing this gap and why it occurs, actions
can be identified to minimize it, and thus achieve the target value and the allowable value
(potential and desired value).

Future research and publications are expected to incorporate the end user and other
possible stakeholders in the analysis of value attributes, both in the design process and in
the construction process.
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Appendix A

Table A1. Process conditions of satisfaction.

Conditions of Satisfaction (CoS) Process Attributes OW DE BU PR %Ideal %R0 %R1 %R2

Information flow/communications

Low response time to information requests O A M M 100% 63% 69% 88%

Low response time to requests for modifications O O M M 100% 53% 61% 67%

Clarity in requests for information and solutions M M M M 100% 66% 67% 83%

Clarity in the background and requirements of the clients M M O M 100% 64% 78% 83%

Formality in the documentation of failures, problems and modifications M O M M 100% 68% 72% 83%

Important information visible and available to all involved in the design M M O M 100% 64% 89% 75%

Times and costs

Commitment to meeting deadlines M M M M 100% 59% 45% 83%

Knowledge of budget availability by all those involved in the design M M M M 100% 43% 75% 75%

Incorporate cost changes simultaneously with design modifications R O M M 100% 44% 58% 50%

Tools and technology

Use of BIM-VDC technology between design and construction A A A A 0–100 46% 78% 78%

Using BIM for specialty coordination A A A A 0–100 54% 90% 90%

Technological means with adequate capacity (software, hardware and netware) M M M M 100% 63% 65% 75%

To manage several parallel design options M I I M 100% 46% 72% 42%

Constructability

Inclusion of standardization within the process O I M M 100% 63% 60% 67%

Inclusion of industrialization within the process O A M M 100% 75% 90% 75%

Inclusion of innovation within the process O A A O 100% 75% 73% 67%

Integration

Multidisciplinary contribution to decision-making M O I M 100% 81% 83% 75%

Early integration of construction professionals M M A M 100% 72% 86% 67%

Objectives aligned toward full optimization M O I M 100% 64% 68% 75%

Multidisciplinary planning and collaborative design M O O M 100% 75% 73% 75%

Long-term relationship with suppliers M I I M 100% 79% 67% 75%

Shared risks and rewards M M M M 100% 46% 53% 75%

Corporative environment
Good communication and good working environment M M O M 100% 84% 63% 92%

Low staff turnover A I I A 0–100 64% 78% 67%
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Table A1. Cont.

Conditions of Satisfaction (CoS) Process Attributes OW DE BU PR %Ideal %R0 %R1 %R2

Deliverables

Generate ready-to-build deliverables (buildable drawings) M M M M 100% 72% 42% 67%

Generate clear deliverables, no modifications in execution O A A O 100% 54% 58% 67%

Use of standard format for orderly information A I A A 0–100 67% 67% 67%

Generate metric and quantity information O M I M 100% 47% 40% 67%

Project with all necessary specifications and information M M M M 100% 54% 55% 67%

Deliverable without inconsistencies between specialties M M M M 100% 64% 63% 67%

OW: owner; DE: designer; BU: builder; PR: priority.

Appendix B

Table A2. Product conditions of satisfaction.

Conditions of Satisfaction (CoS) Product Attributes OW DE BU PR %Ideal %R0 %R1 %R2

Home comfort Functional O O M M 100% 38% 63% 92%

Finance and investment

Good Location O A A O 100% 63% 63% 92%

Low cost variability O I I O 100% 59% 69% 83%

Good cost/quality ratio O O O O 100% 57% 88% 83%

Good cost/square meters O I M M 100% 66% 75% 92%

Sellable/competitive design O O A O 100% 69% 84% 83%

Profitable product O A I O 100% 69% 75% 75%

To maintain its value over time O O I O 100% 59% 88% 67%

Performance

Compliant with regulations O M O M 100% 53% 72% 100%

Meets the customer’s requirements O A I O 100% 69% 72% 92%

Product stable during earthquakes and other events O M O M 100% 69% 69% 83%

Easy to build O I O O 100% 84% 81% 92%

High percentage of repetitive elements A O O O 100% 81% 72% 83%

Durable materials O A M M 100% 84% 84% 83%
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Table A2. Cont.

Conditions of Satisfaction (CoS) Product Attributes OW DE BU PR %Ideal %R0 %R1 %R2

Materials available on the market O A I O 100% 66% 78% 83%

Easy-to-install materials O I A O 100% 91% 75% 75%

No reclaims O O M M 100% 75% 56% 100%

Image
Aesthetic O M I M 100% 63% 94% 88%

Differentiating image A A I A 0–100 53% 75% 75%

Innovation and technology
Innovative A M O M 100% 81% 66% 75%

Presenting cutting-edge technology A A I A 0–100 53% 63% 75%

Health and sustainability

To improve the quality of life of the community O A M M 100% 46% 75% 92%

To improve the customer’s quality of life O A O O 100% 59% 59% 83%

Sustainable/energy efficient A M I M 100% 46% 72% 92%

OW: owner; DE: designer; BU: builder; PR: priority.

Appendix C

Table A3. TVD practices and tools learned and applied in the training-action plan (based on Table 1).

Training Plan Action Plan Practices Tools

TVD introduction
workshop

Review of difficulties in incorporating them into the company
Senior management meeting to determine target cost and allowable cost
Project cost visibility
Efforts to achieve the target cost
Committee creation and work (cluster work)
Difficult to implement Big Room in the company
All committee meetings (big group = Big Room meeting)
Auditing meetings
Challenging to incorporate set-based design
The target cost and the budget are broken down and tracked within clusters
Visibility of project objectives
Establishment of value attributes by clients
Establishment of satisfaction conditions

1–9. TVD Nine Foundational Practices
1. Engage deeply with the client to establish the target value.
7. Work in small and diverse groups
8. Work in a Big Room
9. Conduct retrospectives throughout the process
10. Cross-functional teams
15. Sub targets cost by teams
19. Projects are single-purpose networks of commitments
22. All team members understand the business case and
stakeholder values
23. Set targets for values and conditions of satisfaction
33. Promote transparent communication

1. Target costing
6. Formal retrospectives
7. Plus and delta activity
8. Big group meetings and Short
codesign sessions
13. Pareto analysis by committee
18. Set-based design
19. TVD update charts
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Table A3. Cont.

Training Plan Action Plan Practices Tools

Constructability
workshop

Inclusion of industrialization, standardization, prefabrication
Design solutions are developed with cost, schedule, and
constructability as design criteria
Constructability improvement proposals
Committee meetings
Workshop attendance

5. Concurrently design the product and the process in
design sets
12. Balance designer and constructor (team
members) interests
13. Early integration of designers and builders
17. Intentionally build relationships on projects
18. Optimize the whole project
21. Design solutions are developed with constructability as
design criteria

3. Functional analysis/Value
engineering
20. Standardization

CBA workshop Committee meetings
Collaborative process 16. Best value instead of lowest first cost 17. CBA decision-making

Innovation
workshop and A3
thinking
workshop

Plus/delta activity
Design thinking + kaizen event
Lessons learned review

2. Lead the design effort for learning and innovation.
27.Continuity of staff to retain the knowledge
28. Capture of lessons learned,
29. Lean set of tools to eliminate process waste
35. Encourages the discussion of problems and solutions
36. Prioritizes continuous but durable improvements over
time instead of more radical improvements

10. PDCA;
12. 5-Why™;
16. A3 report;
21. One-page improvement reports
25. Visual management tools
27. Prototyping
31. Design thinking
32. Kaizen event

IPD workshop

Balance owners, users, designers and builders’ interests
Review of value attributes by customer
Aligning team member interests
Collaborative actions to achieve target cost
Continuous estimating
To expand the use of BIM
Committee meetings
Align project ends, means, and constraints.
Achievement search of subtarget cost aiming at the target
cost fulfilment
Design solutions are developed with cost, schedule, and
constructability as design criteria
The company uses Last planner system ® in building stages
Industry–academy alliance for research in linguistic action

3. Design to a detailed estimate.
4. Collaboratively plan and replan the project.
6. Design and detail in the sequence of the customer who
will use it
11. Long term relationships with suppliers.
14. Early incorporation of main suppliers and contractors
17. Intentionally build relationships on projects
18. Optimize the whole project
Projects are single-purpose networks of commitments

4. Last Planner System®

8. Big group meetings and Short
codesign sessions
19. TVD update charts
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Table A3. Cont.

Training Plan Action Plan Practices Tools

BIM workshop

Collaborative actions to achieve target cost
Continuous estimating
To expand the use of BIM
Committee meetings

3. Design to a detailed estimate
4. Collaboratively plan and replan the project

2. nD model (3D, 4D . . . )
15. Building Information Model (BIM),
19. TVD update charts
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